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Abstract 

Semiconductor devices based upon the Silicon on Insulator (SOl) process have an electrical ad
vantage over conventional semiconductor devices because of the electric isolation of a device to 
other components on a wafer. The Si02 layers not only forms a good electric harrier, but also 
limits heat transport from device to handle wafer. Therefore, power IC devices should be well 
designed in order to fully profit of the electric advantages but reducing limitations by thermal 
disadvantages. In order to get a better insight in heat transportation within a power device a 
HV-LDMOST is studied for its thermal behavior under DC and AC conditions. This MOS tran
sistor is used inside an RGB-amplifier chip and should be able to deliver high currents at high 
voltages at rates of 32 MHz, which induces high dissipation and thus heat generation. 

To study the heat generation and transportation inside the MOST, simulations are performed by 
hands ofthe two-dimensional semiconductor device simulation (finite elements) program MEDICI. 
In case of the DC simulations, first effects of inclusion of heat generation and transportation in 
the simulation models is studied by simulating standard transistor charaderistics as breakdown 
voltage, threshold voltage and saturation current. It is shown that inclusion of heat generation/
transportation during simulation is of great importance. Following these simulations places of 
heat generation and thus temperature rise within the transistor finite element model are located 
and charaderistic temperatures are studied under different DC conditions. It shows that maxi
mum temperatures always appear near the depletion edge in the drift region ofthe HV-LDMOST. 
Maximum dissipation in this area and possibly frequent ionisation/recombination-processes form 
the best explanation for this lacation. Furthermore, the simulated temperatures under DC condi
tions easily rise the real-life limitsof the transistor because of electromigration and metal contact 
melt-down in a real device. 

With this knowledge present, the transistor model is adapted at some criticallocations in order 
to obtain rednetion in maximum temperatures due to better heat transportation and simulated 
again. In this case also experimental valnes of temperatures for the different devices were present, 
so simulations are compared to them. It shows that 3-dirnensional effects form a handicap of the 
MEDICI simulation program. However, useful transistor adaptations for temperature rednetion 
could be identified. 

Beside these simulations some work is done on rednetion of the two-dimensional finite element 
model of the HV-LDMOST, so simulation CPU-time could be reduced without lossof electrical 
and thermal properties. 

The simulation tool MEDICI also allowed circuit simulations, so the transistor could be studied 
under more realistic circuit conditions what remarkably delivered some extra information on 
capacitive properties of the used componentsin the circuit in relation toanother circuit simulation 
program called PSTAR. Concerning the heat generation under these AC conditions, it is shown 
that the temperatures within the transistor rise to a stationary level which are consistent with 
infra-red measurements performed by P. Bruin. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

The words Small, Smaller and Smallest and their equivalents Fast, Faster Fastest are 
the main drivers behind the semiconductor industry. One of the factors limiting ICs and 
their components from becoming smaller and thus faster is heat generation. Therefore a 
good understanding of heat generating processes in semiconductor devices is crucial for 
companies like Philips Semiconductors todrivetheir technologies to the limits. 

In this report a High Voltage (300 V) N-channel Double Diffused Metal on Oxide Semi
conductor Field Effect Transistor (HV-NDMOSFET) in SOl is researched for its thermal 
properties. Both numerical simulations and experiments are performed. The device under 
investigation has to be designed to operate at temperatures around 120 degrees Celsius 
without malfunction. lts use in a RGB-amplifier at 32 MHz and high voltages, currents 
(high dissipation) and ambient temperatures requires therefore special treatment. Sirree the 
device is based upon SOl, heat transport is very limited due to the heat resistance of Si02 . 

Therefore, the behavior of the transistor inside the oxide boundaries is most important. 
Especially, the metal contact temperatures are very cdtical, because of melt down and 
electromigration. 

The main goal of the research reported of here, is to get more insight in places of heat 
generation and quantification of absolute temperatures within the device, sirree little exper
imental data is available yet. From this a better insight in heat transportation throughout 
the device can be acquired, so thermal optimization can be performed. 

Numerical simulations with TMA MEDICI are performed to get a better insight in this 
problem. MEDICI is a 2D device simulation program especially made for the semiconduc
tor industry. It uses and couples several physical laws in combination with some smart 
algorithms to predict physical quantities at each node of a 2D mesh. The primary func
tion of MEDICI is the selfconsistent solving of three partial differential equations, namely 
Poisson's equation and the continuity equations for holes and electrons. Optionally, the 
equation of heat is solved in a selfconsistent way. Together, these equations describe the 
electdeal and thermal behavior in the semiconductor device. Also, MEDICI offers options 
to include physical models which not directly represent electdeal or thermal behavior, 
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

but have a great infiuence on their behavior (i.e. recombination, impact ionization and 
photogeneration). Definition of a device in MEDICI is done by creating a 2D mesh, in 
which regions of different materials and doping profiles are included. This way a good 
representation of the real device is given and obtained quantities should be reliable. 

This report mainly focusses on these numerical simulations of the HV-NDMOS. In the 
next chapter a comprehensive description of the HV-NDMOS is given, together with a 
clarification of its electrical behavior and possible places of extended dissipation and phys
ical backgrounds. Besides, the numerical models used in MEDICI and MEDICI itself are 
reviewed more in depth. In chapter 3 the setup of the simulations are explained and the 
results are shown and discussed. First, DC simulations are performed in the on and off
state of the transistor including selfheating. Second, optimization of the simulation mesh is 
performed to reduce CPU time for simulations in the circuit mode and in generaL Third, 
temperature simulations are performed in a circuit conforming its final use. And finally 
different device setups are simulated in DC mode and compared to DC measurements on 
real device on silicon. Next, conclusions and recommendations are given in chapter 4. 



Chapter 2 

Theory 

In this chapter the basic principals of the Metal Oxide Semiconductor Transist or (MOST) 
are explained. In addition the special case of a HV-NDMOST is described . Futheron the 
simulation program MEDICI is dealt with. An overview of the models and algorithims is 
given, besides some general remarks on the working of the program. Special attention is 
given to selfheating mechanisms included in MEDICI. 

2.1 The Metal Oxide Semiconductor Transistor 

The MOST device considered here is perhaps one of the first silicon based technologies to 
be conceived. lts first proposal dat es back to the early 1930s, when it was believed to be 
a possible solid st ate amplifier . In the following two decades a in-depth investigation t o 
its properties and production technologies was performed. But the more or less accidental 
discovery of the bipolar transistor pushed research and development in semiconductors into 
another direction. Only after another decade, the development of thermally oxidized silicon 
regairred interest in the surface field-effect transistor. The ensuing years brought about an 
exceedingly intens activity in this field. This activity is responsible for the high level of 
knowledge and understanding of the thermally oxidized silicon surface, and on the other 
hand has been responsible for the MOST to be the most important semiconductor device 
nowadays. Although many kinds of MOS structures are proposed and fabricated, here only 
a n-channel MOS is dealt with because of usefulness within the scope of this report. 

Figure 2.1 shows a cross-section of a st andard NMOS. The NMOS is based upon a p-doped 
substrate, in which two N+ regions are implanted beneath the souree and drain contacts. 
On top of the substrate a thin oxide layer is grown to insulat e the gate contact from the 
substrate, this is the gate oxide. A well conducting layer is grown upon the fulllength of the 
gate oxide to provide a homogene electric field when a voltage is applied to the gat e. This 
immediat ely explains the full name of the device, commonly MOS Field Effect Transistor. 

In the characteristic behavior of the MOS, four different situations can be distinguished. 
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10 CHAPTER 2. THEORY 

Figure 2.1: A cross-section of a NMOS in SOL 
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Figure 2.2: A cross-section of a NMOS in off-state. Ygate = 0 and Vdrain > 0. 

In the first situation no voltage is applied to the gate. The transistor does not conduct any 
current as long as the drain voltage is smaller than the off-state breakdown voltage Vbo,jf. 
Whenever the drain voltage rises above the breakdown voltage, the two junctions will no 
longer be in opposite directions and current will start to flow . However, in off-state only 
two depletion layers are present around the p-n+ junctions at the drain and souree due to 
drift and diffusion currents which are in equilibrium at the junction interface, see figure 
2.2. 

When a small voltage is applied to the gate, the situation remains as above, except for an 
extra depletion layer formed under the gate oxide. Electrans present in the p-substrate are 
driven towards the region under the gate due to the electric field induced by the voltage 
difference between gate and source. Recombination of these electrons (minority carriers) 
with the holes (majority carriers) in the region of the gate, gives rise to the depletion layer. 
See figure 2.3. 

If the gate-souree voltage is high enough, an inversion layer is formed within the depletion 
layer just beneath the gate oxide. In the inversion layer electrons are the majority carriers 
instead of the holes . This way a conduction channel is formed , and current can flow from 
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Figure 2.3: A cross-section of a NMOS in SOl in depletion. 0 < V gate<V th and V drain> 0. 

Figure 2.4: A cross-section of a NM OS in SO I in inversion. V gate > V th and V drain > 0. 
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Figure 2.5: A cross-section of a NMOS in saturation. Ygate > Yth and Vdrain >> 0. 

drain to source. See figure 2.4. The voltage at which this inversion layer just starts to 
form is called the threshold voltage vth· Dependent on the bias of the NMOS , two different 
regimes can be distinguished in its drain current-voltage characteristic. The drain current 
is linear to drain-souree voltage if 

(2. 1) 

with Vds and V gs respectively the drain-souree and gate-souree voltage. When operatingin 
the linear part , the inversion layer covers the fulllength of the gate. The drain current Id 

rises with increasing Vds at constant V gs and is given by 

(2.2) 

with (3 the transconductance of the MOS. However, the NMOS operates in saturation when 

(2.3) 

In saturation the inversion layer does not cover the w hole area under the gate anymore. 
Instead, the inversion layer only exists partly under the gate oxide extending from the 
souree (see figure 2.5). The drain current Id will no longer increase with increasing Vds at 
constant Vg8 • The NMOS now operates like a current souree with 

(2.4) 

Of course both situations only hold for the ideal case. In real, effects like selfheating and 
impact ionization have a great infiuence on the characteristics. For instance, selfheating 
causes Id to decrease with increasing Vds insteadof remaining constant. Therefore , models 
including i.e. temperature dependenee are preferred . 
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Figure 2.6: A cross-section of a HV-NDMOS in SOL 

2.2 The High Voltage NDMOS Transistor 

As already mentioned by the name, a HV-ND MOS is able to opera te under high drain 
volt ages. In other words, the breakdown voltages of these transistors are far above those 
of standard NMOSTs, which are typical in the order of several volts. The HV-NDMOS 
researched in this report can hold 300 V. Another difference between NMOS and HV 
NDMOS is the creation of the p-n junctions in the transistor. DMOS stands for double 
diffused MOS, which means that both n+ and p dope are inject ed and diffused. Figure 
2.6 shows a schemat ic cross-section of the HV-DMOS, which in fact is a combination of 
a 'standard ' double diffused NMOS and a drift region. The DMOS in the HV-DMOS 
acts as the switch of the transistor and the drift region acts as a series resist ance and 
causes a voltage gradient between the channel and drain. For this reason, these devices can 
hold higher voltages . The drift region is characteristic for HV devices and a more detailed 
description of its functioning will be given later. Other characteristic adaptations are the 
extra layers of oxide, backgate contact and fieldplate, for which a clarification is given in 
relation to or apart from the drift region . 

2.2.1 Buried Oxide and Top Oxide 

Between the silicon substrate and the active silicon on insuiator (SOl) , a layer of buried 
oxide is situat ed. This layer acts as an electrical and thermal insuiator and has great 
electrical advantages over bulk processes. Known problems in bulk processes like latch 
up and big capacities simply do not occur or are far reduced in SOl devices due to the 
poor conductivity of the siliconoxide. Therefore a more compact construction of ICs and 
higher operating frequencies are possible. On the other hand, the high thermal resist ance 
causes a big problem with heat transportation towards the substrate, and thus limits the 
miniaturization. Nevertheless, the positive influence on the electrical behavior prevails over 
the negative ones of thermal resistance. 

On top of the SOl, a thick layer of oxide is situated under the fieldplat e and gate contact . 
The main reason for applying this thick oxide here, is prevention for a breakdown between 
drift region and fieldplate or gat e contact when high voltages are applied . 
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Figure 2.7: Potential and net doping gradient in the drift region. 

2.2.2 The Drift region 

The design of the drift region is of great importance for the functioning of a high voltage 
device [5] [3]. For instance, graded dopes have to be used to achieve high horizontal break
down voltages for relatively 'short ' drift region lengths. To understand the functioning of 
the graded dope principle an analytica! analysis is given here based upon Gauss 's law. 

When a high voltage is applied to the drain when the gate is closed, a depletion region is 
formed from the souree into the drift region. See figure 2.8 . 

The theory of the HVNDMOS will be explained using figure 2.9 , which shows a schematic 
overview of a small part of the drift region. We assume that the drift region is partially 
depleted , and has a uniform dope. For analytica! convenience, both substrate and fieldplate 
are at a certain voltage -V and the drain on OV. Since there is nonet charge density in the 
non-depleted area, no electric fields and thus potential differences are present. Therefore it 
can be expected that the voltage on the depletion edge is also 0 V. In the depletion region, 
a charge density N3D is present due to positively charged ions from the n-type dope. When 
applying Gauss 's law, one can calculate the electric field in the depletion region to be 

q 
Ey = - · N3D · y, 

Esi 
(2.5) 

resulting in Esi ,inter fa ce = f · N3o · tdepl at the silicon-oxide interface, with tdepl the thickness 
of the depletion layer and ~·si the dielectric constant of silicon. 

When applying the rule of continuity at the silicon-oxide interface 

Esi E si,inter face = Eox Eox,interface, (2.6) 
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Figure 2.8: Depletion in the drift region for Vds=50,100,150,200,250,300 and 350 V and 
V 9s=O 
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Figure 2.9: A small section of the driftregion of the HV-NDMOS in SOl when partially 
deplet ed . 
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r TOx 
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silicon-oxide interface .-------------i 

depletion layer 

depletion edge 

SOl E(y) 
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BOx 
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YV 

Figure 2.10: The electric field in the depleted part of the SOl and the buried oxide. 

Eax,interface can be calculated with Eax the dielectric constant of the oxide layer. Since the 
oxide layer possesses nonet charge, Ey ,oxide is constant throughout the oxide layer. In tigure 
2.10 the electric field is shown for the bottorn part. 

When the electric fields are known , potenbal differences between the depletion edge and the 
silicon-oxide interface and silicon-oxide interface and oxide-silicon interface can be derived. 
For the first case follows 

j •tdepl q 2 tde l q 2 
Vsi =- Eydy = --

2 
· N3o · Y lo P = --

2 
· N3o · tdepl ' 

0 Esi Esi 
(2.7) 

with V si the voltage on the silicon-oxide interface. For the potenb al difference between 
silicon-oxide and oxide-substrate interfaces follows 

1tdept + tox q E · t +t · 
- Ey ,oxidedY = - _ __!!_ · N3D · tdepl · Ylt~::: on\2,.8) 

tdepl Esi Eox 
q 

-- · N3D · tdepl · t ax 1 (2.9) 
Eox 

with Vox the voltage at the oxide substrate interface and t ax the oxide thickness. When 
these calculations are perforrned on both the top and bottorn half, the thickness of the 
deplet ion layers can be extracted when expecting pinch off. 
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TOx 

SOl 

BOx 

Figure 2.11 : Wh en both depletion layers touch in the center of the SOl, pinch off is reached. 

In case of pinch off, both depletion layers touch at the middle of the SOl layer . This means 
that in the middle of the SOl layer the electric field cancels out after superposition and t he 
voltage is equal to that of the drain (see figure 2.11). The following boundary conditions 
apply at pinch-off voltage: 

Vbottom 

t depl ,top + tdepl ,bottom · 

(2.10) 

(2. 11) 

After applying these boundary conditions to 2.7 and 2.9 , the thickness of t he depletion 
layers becomes 

1 t E . t 2 si + ~ oxide ,top t - t = depl,bottom - si .fa .fa ' 
tsi + E t oxide,top + E t oxide ,bottom 

ox ox 

or with the effective vertical depletion width , 

it becomes 

t si Esi 
t el I = -

2 
+ - · t ox 

Eox 

t _ t . t ell ,top 
depl,bottom - st t + t 

el l ,top e f f ,bottom 

When assuming V si < < V ox or tsi < < ill t ox the pinch off voltage becomes 
Eox 

1 1 _ V: + V ,.__, V _ _ _!]_ N t t e f f ,top · t oxtde ,bottom 
V p - St OX "' OX - 3D St 

Eox t e f f ,top + t ef f ,bottom 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 
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Sirree the relation between pinch off voltage, doping and the different thicknesses is known, 
it is now possible to predict a required dope for a specified oxide and silicon thickness and 
drain voltage. So, with this information its is possible to design a 'efficient ' drift region 
which act s as aserial resist ance in a HV-NDMOS. 

The ideal HV-NDMOS has a homogeneaus electric field in its drift region that closely 
approaches a critical value for reasons that will be explained later on. This homogene 
electric field in duces a linear gradient in the potential (Poisson 's law) , so the potential 
is dropped to a value under which the NDMOS of the transist or can operat e (see figure 
2. 7). Wh en the potential gradient is related to the pin eh off voltage, it shows that a linear 
doping profile is required to achieve this 'efficient ' drift region. 

2.2.3 The Fieldplate 

As shown in figure 2.6 an extra metalplate is added to the structure above the drift region. 
lts preserree is already included in the calculations made before without any clarification. 
Therefore some justifications for its usage are given here. 

The main reason to include this so-called field plat e into the device, is for drift length 
optimization. The field plate provides more or less symmetry between t op and bottorn 
part in the drift region. Because of this, depletion layers are set t ing in from both sicles of 
the drift region, with the advantage of a fast and fully depleted drift region in contradiction 
to an asymmetrie device. As a result one can apply higher drift region dope levels in a field 
plate featured device, what also benefits in a lower dissipation. 

Another reason for applying the fieldplate is its acting as an equalizer for the vertical electric 
field . While extra doping is present in the drift region a potential difference between BOx 
and TOx and its corresponding vertical electric field are induced. Under influence of this 
electric field, current will start to flow in vertical direction , resulting in a possible (vert ical) 
breakdown when both oxide layers are not thick enough. 

Assuming there is no fieldplate present and the substrate is connect ed to ground, a linear 
electric field is induced by the homogeneaus doping in vertical direction (Poisson/ Gauss). 

()2cjy (~, y) = - 8E(x , y) = _Ps = _ !l_(Nv - N A+ p- n) 
oy oy Es Es 

(2.16) 

Sirree the substrate is grounded , the electric field at the BOx/ SOl interface will be zero. 
When current starts to flow due to this electric field gradient , moving carriers are able 
to ionize atoms in the SOl layer when accelerated enough, and thus current flow is in
creased after the generation of a hole-electron pair. The number of ionizations is given by 
Chyoweth 's relationship [4]: 

(2.17) 
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with A = 70.3 · 104 and b = 147 · 104 V /cm. When integrating this ionization rate along 
the path a carrier moves, the total ionization is calculated. Wh en this value reaches 1, 
vertical breakdown is a fact. In that case the maximum electric field should be reduced, or 
the thickness of the SOl layer should be reduced, what will finally result in a full voltage 
drop across the oxide layer. So from these relations a critical vertical electric field can 
be deduced, which limits the maximum vertical field in the drift region to avoid vertical 
breakdown. If a field plate is applied in this case, higher vertical fields can be allowed, 
sirree electrons only travel half the way through the SOl instead the full height, due to 
the vertical symmetry in the drift region. N otice that this also makes higher dope levels 
possible. Of course this process also applies to the horizontal case. 

2.2.4 The Backgate 

Sirree this HV-NDMOS is based upon a SOl process, there is no direct electrical conneetion 
between the substrate and transistor. Therefore a p+ -doped 'backgate' diffusion and contact 
is made to create an electrical conneetion to the p-doped region. This way the voltage of 
the p-doped region and the channel is controlled. 

The effects of a parasitic PMOS structure created between souree and drain with the 
handle wafer acting as gate, is influenced also by the backgate. If the voltage drop between 
handlewafer and souree is high enough an inversion layer of holes is formed in the n
doped drift region. In order to minimize the parasitic effects of the PMOS the backgate 
is connected to the souree to avoid a voltage drop between drain and souree through the 
PMOS. Fora detailed description of these parasitic handlewafer effects see Ruscassic [7]. 

2.3 Simulation with MEDICI 

MEDICI is a powerful two-dimensional device simulation program from TMA Inc. that 
can be used for both MOS and Bipolar devices used in integrated circuits to predict their 
electrical charaderistics for any bias condition. The program is based upon the finite 
element method, in which for every element the Poisson's equation is solved. Optionally 
current continuity equations for electrans and/ or holes and the lattice heat equation can 
be solved simultaneously and fully coupled or decoupled. Therefore the program can be 
used to simulate almost every device that is used in semiconductor processes (e.g. diodes, 
thyristors) . 

With its non-uniform triangular simulation grid, MEDICI can model arbitrary device ge
ometries with both planar and non-planar topographies. Sirree it can refine the simulation 
grid automatically during the simulation process ( with somc limitations), modeHing of 
complicated structures like CMOS devices is possible. Multiple electrades and contacts 
can be placed anywhere within the device structure, and impurity distributions and mate
rial definitions can be created manually orbyinputs from modeHing and process simulation 
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programs like TMA SUPREM4. 

The program includes a great variety of physical models, for which individual selection 
is possible, so simulation can be done accurately. Among these are models for (sur
face )recombination, mobility, lifetime, energy balance and impact ionization and many 
more. 

MEDICI also offers possibilities for circuit simulations in which the two dimensional device 
structure(s) is incorporated. A two dimensional structure is transformed in a three dimen
sional one by specifying a width, and is biased by the elementsin the circuit. A simulation 
of the device under circuit conditions is thus optional. 

2.3.1 Modelsin MEDICI 

In this section models are presented which are used in the temperature simulations on the 
HV-NDMOS. Only a brief outline of each model is given here, fora more extended descrip
tion see the user's manual [8] and [2]. All presented models are temperature dependent and 
thus directly related to the lattice heat equation when solved coupled. 

The most fundamental set of equations for MEDICI to solve are the standard drift-ditfusion 
equations given by 

-q(p- n + Nfj -NA.) - Ps 
1 

+-V· In- Un 
q 

1 
--\7·1 -U q p p 

using the generalized expressions for the electron and hole current densities 

qf1n(uTn)nE + V(uTnn) 

qJ1p(uTP)nE + V(uTPp) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

with E the dielectric constant, cp the intrinsic Fermi potential, q the elementary charge, 
p and n respetively the hole and electron densities, Nfj and NA. respetively the donor 
and acceptor ion densities, Ps the surface charge density, Un and UP respectively the net 
electron and hole recombination rate, f1n and f1p the mobility of the electrans and holes, 
E the electric field and uTn and uTP the electron and holethermal voltages kTn/q, kTpjq 
with Tn, Tp the electron and hole temperatures. 

These differential equations are solved self-consistently and determine the elecrical be
haviour in most parts of the device. In case of material interfaces and extremities in electric 
fields special models have to be adopted to give reliable results after simulation. 
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To include thermal behaviour of a device, and the electrical consequences of self-heating, 
into the simulation, the lattice heat equation is solved self-consistently in addition to the 
above equations. 

8T 
pcBt = H + V(À(T)V(T)) (2.23) 

where 

p the mass density of the material (g/cm3
) 

c the specific heat of the material ( J / g - K) 

H the heat generation term (W jcm3
) 

À the thermal conductivity of the material (W /cm- K). 

The heat generation in the semiconductor is modeled using: 

H = Hn +Hp+Hu (2.24) 

where Hn, HP, and Hu correspond to the lattice heating due to electron transport, hole 
transport and carrier recombination/ generation respectively. Since the definitions of these 
terms depend on the models chosen to simulate, one should refer to the user manual. 

The standard list of additional models used within Philips Semiconductors is as follows: 

• Concentration-dependend Shockley-Read-Hall Recombination (CONSRH) 

• Auger recombination (AUGER) 

• Recombination in cl u ding Tunneling (R. TUNNEL) 

• BandGap Narrowing (BGN) 

• Philips Unified Mobility model (PHUMOB) (Low Field) 

• Parallel Field-dependent Mobility (FLDMOB) (High Field) 

• Perpendicular Electric Field (PRPMOB) (Surface Scattering) 

• Effective Perpendicular Electric Field to current flow (EJ.MOBIL) 

• Impact Ionization (IMPACT .I) 
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A short description of each model is given below, with the exception of R. TUNNEL and 
EJ.MOBIL, sirree both are always disabled in the simulations performed here because of 
problems with convergence and reduction of simulation time. 

The Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) Recombination model describes a two partiele phonon cou
pled recombination theory for which the band-to-band recombination rate only depends on 
the band structure of the semiconductor. It assumes a perfect periodicity of the crystallat
tice and thus a homogene band structure. Nevertheless each fabrication process introduces 
imperfectionsin the semiconductor. Therefore the concentration dependent Shockley-Read
Hall Recombination ( CONSRH) model is used instead. It accounts for imperfections within 
the semiconductor that disrupt the perfect periodicity of the crystallattice and as a result 
introduce energy levels into the forbidden gap much as donor and acceptor impurities do. 
Therefore the recombination rate is no longer only dependent on the band structure but 
also on the fabrication technique. The initiated energy levels by these imperfections can act 
as an intermediate state for the transition of electrans and holes between the conduction 
and valenee bands. For the analytica! description and extended partiele mechanisms one 
should refer to [8, 4, 9). 

The Auger recombination model is based upon a three partiele mechanism which becomes 
more important at high carrier concentrations. The model assumes a callision of three 
carriers (eg. two electrans and a hole) in which two particles recombine and the released 
energy is transferred to the third partiele instead of coupled to the lattice. It is clear that 
at higher carrier concentrations the probability of these interactions increases, and even 
becomes dominant. The Auger recombination rateis given by 

(2.25) 

where nie is the effective intrinsic concentration and A and B are specified constants. 

If semiconductor materials are heavily doped, a process called bandgap narrowing is intro
duced. Due to the heavy doping the intrinsic carrier concentration shows spatial variations. 
Also band edge shifts are common when heavy doping is applied. MEDICI accounts for 
both processes when the Band Gap Narrowing (BGN) model is enabled. 

The next three models describe the carrier mobility in semiconductor devices under dif
ferent conditions. Each model is selected out of a group of models which are apparent to 
the same specific conditions. Decisive conditions for each model are its appliance in low or 
high electric fields or near semiconductor interfaces. For each condition only one model can 
be selected at a time during simulation because of interference. In this case the selected 
models are PHUMOB, FLDMOB and PRPMOB. 

The Philips Unified Mobility (PHUMOB) model only applies in places where low electric 
fields exist. It separately models majority and minority carrier mobilities. And takes dis
tinet acceptor and donor scattering, carrier-carrier scattering and screening into account 
[2). The Parallel Field-dependent Mobility (FLDMOB) only applies in places with high 
electric fields. The derived mobilities depend on the electric field parallel to the drift of the 
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carriers. lt accounts for carrier heating and drift velocity saturation. Medici offers flexibil
ity for modeHing complex device structures by allowing different parallel field-dependent 
mobility models to be used in different regions of the structure. Therefore each region can 
be appointed the most appropriate model which suits the region's materiaL Sirree carrier 
mobilities are substantially lower near semiconductor-insulator interfaces than in the bulk 
due to surface scattering a special model should be chosen here. The Perpendicular Electric 
Field (PRPMOB) model takes these effects in account and even accounts for perpendicular 
field effects throughout the whole device in contrast with other models. 

The last model to be included is the Impact Ionization (IMPACT.!) model. It models 
the generation of electron-hole pairs due to interaction (impacts) from moving carriers 
with material atoms. When included in the simulation, it accounts for the effects of the 
electron-hole pairs self-consistently for all solutions of the device equations. Therefore it 
plays an important role in simulations of, for example, avalanche-induced breakdown or 
impact-ionization-induced latch-up. In addition, MEDICI offers besides a local, a norr
Iocal version of this model, needed in cases where deep sub-micron semiconductor device 
are studied. 

In general, when using these models with realistic parameters for materials and dimensions, 
one should get reliable results from the MEDICI simulations. Of course in some critical 
cases some models should be avoided or included. 
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Chapter 3 

Simulation Setup and Results 

In this chapter the setup of the simulations and their results are presented. In the first place 
the characteristic properties of the HV-NDMOS, like threshold and breakdown voltages 
and saturation current , are simulat ed. These simulations are performed with and without 
self-heating so infiuences of heat generation within the transistor are pointed out . 

To get more insight in the souree of heat generation, two dimensional lat t ice temperature 
profiles are plotted and compared to ionization plots under the same DC conditions. 

In order to approach reality more closely, a full scale transistor grown in TSUPREM4 
is simulated . Effects of the handlewafer and surrounding oxide on the heat ditfusion are 
evaluated this way. Since such large structures make simulation times explode, possibilities 
to reduce the structure size without loss of thermal characteristics are investigated. 

Besides simple DC biasing device simulations are performed in circuit mode. The used 
circuit is a representation of the bias conditions the transist or has to face in its final ap
plication. These simulations are compared to the results of the circuit simulation program 
PSTAR for verification of the results. In order to get a good indication of temperatures in 
fragile regions within the transistor under the circuit conditions, two dimensional temper
ature profiles are obtained. 

Finally, DC simulations of adapted device are simulated and compared to experimental 
dat a. An indication of over- or under estimation of the temperatures obtained from the 
simulations is given here. 

3.1 Transistor Characteristics 

One of the most important characteristic values of a MOS transistor is its off-state break
down voltage. In off-state simulations the voltage between souree and gate is kept below 
Vth, so no current is fiowing through the transistor. Unless Vd is raised above the break
down voltage, then current will start to flow and the transistor goes in avalanche resulting 
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Figure 3.1: The breakdown voltage in off-state withand without self-heating. 

in immediat e breakdown. Figure 3.1 shows this result after simulation (see listing B.6) 
with and without self-heating. The breakdown voltage is simulated to be 380 V which is 
consistent with experimentally found values of 370 V. When self-heating is included snap
back occurs at lower drain-souree voltage compared to the ideal case without self-heating 
(just partially visible here). The main reason for this lower snap-back voltage can be found 
in energy loss in the system when self-heating is disabled . Although MEDICI includes all 
the selected (sub )models in its calculations, it does not preserve the released energy from 
two partiele collisions (see 2.3.1) in the system when the heat equation is not included. 
Therefore no energy can be transferred back from the heated lattice to the charge carriers, 
and thus avalanche regulation by energy transfer is not visible. 

Figure 3.2 shows the simulation (see listing B.4) that results in a 2.5 V threshold voltage 
for the transistor under investigation here. It is shown that self heating only has as small 
effect on the drain current I( d) for high gate-souree voltages and when a small drain voltage 
is applied . For higher drain voltages the threshold voltage is unchanged , but the I (d)-V(g) 
slope is much steeper for the case without self-heating due to a higher saturation current 
as shown later on. The value of the threshold voltage and its behavior in relation to the 
drain voltage is consistent with experimentally found values. 

If the gate-souree voltage is above the threshold voltage, current is able to flow in the 
inversion layer formed below the gat e oxide. This is the on-state of the transistor. Some 
important characteristic properties of a NMOS in on-state are shown in the figures below. 
First saturation current with and without self-heating (see listing B.5) is shown in figure 
3.3. From the figure follows that self-heating is of great importance for the saturation 
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Figure 3.2: The threshold voltage for drain voltages of 1 and 100 Volts with and without 
selfheating. 

current . The explanation is that at higher temperatures the charge carriers will more 
frequent ly scatter on the vibrating lattice, so resistance of the silicon will increase at higher 
temperatures. Therefore I( d) drops for higher V( d), since temperature rises because of 
higher dissipation at these voltages . 

Figure 3.4 shows the on-st ate resistance of the HV-DMOS and is calculated out of figure 
3.3, the rise in resist ance as mentioned before is clearly visible here. Values of Ron and Id 
in the simulations are also consistent with values from experiments . 

3.2 DC temperature simulations 

With the most common electrical parameters known, one can perform DC temperature 
simulations under well defined conditions. Figure 3.5 shows a series of t emperature profiles 
with a gat e voltage of 10 V and a rising drain voltage from 1 to 60 V. A gradual heating of 
the transistor is observed for increasing drain voltages. A souree of heat generation is clearly 
visible. The high thermal resist ance of the silicon oxide is recognized on the temperature 
drop across the buried oxide. The circular temperature profile throughout t he substrate is 
recognized as the solution of the heat equation for a cylindrical heat souree (see also figure 
3. 7) . The val u es of the temperatures at the hot spots show that DC usage at high drain 
voltages of the device is impossible, since at these temperatures electromigration of the 
aluminium is a fact and even melting of the contacts occurs. One should also notice that 
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Figure 3.5: Temperature profiles for the NN1L32HW150 structure under DC conditions. 
V gate= lO V and drain voltage V drain is raised from 1-60 Volts. Temperatures in Kelvins. 

temperature differences within the device can vary about 20%, so expecting a homogeneaus 
temperature profile throughout the device for instanee in rough simulations of the substrate 
temperature could lead to wrong estimations. 

The souree of heat generation at lower drain voltages (up to lOOV) is found to be elec
tric dissipation maximizing at the depletion edge, sirree the current flow reaches maximal 
compression here. For higher voltages impact ionization and the resulting recombination 
form possibly a more significant part of the heat generation besides dissipation. In quite a 
large area, a large number of electron-hole pairs (rvl019

) are formed, which is in the same 
order as the doping concentration. Sirree higher temperatures induce higher ionization and 
thus amplifies the temperature increase and withit infiuences the current , there is no clear 
single principle anymore what causes the temperature increase. Some evidence for both 
principles is shown in Appendix A. To make sure the ionizationj recombination principle 
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1040 J.lm 

Figure 3.6: Structure reduction from 1040 p,m x 380 p,m (1 x h) to 150 p,m x 150 p,m by 
adding thermal resistors and capacitors. 

is really working in the MOS, one could perform low dissipation simulations. This can 
be achieved by using low gate voltages to reduce current and thus dissipation, and study 
the heat formation. If the MOS is warmed-up ever since, the ionization/ recombination 
principle will be a good explanation. 

3.3 Structure reduction for simulation time optimiza
tion 

In order to reduce simulation time we have t ried to scale down the the devive structure 
including substrate without significant loss of temperature accuracy. The actual device is 
unchanged , but the bulk substrate is reduced by lumping thermal resistors and capacitors 
on two sides of the structure, representing the removed bulk silicon. Figure 3.6 shows 
the reduction from a real size substrate to a 150 x 150p,m substrate. The values of the 
thermal resistors and capacitors are calculated by integration of the thermal resistance 
Rth = >. s~ A ---7 >. s~L (2- dimensional) and thermal capacity of silicon Cth = C~i · A · PSi over 

T o 

the removed part of the silicon. With >.Jj.~ = 160 · (JJ-~ m":'K, C~i,To = 0, 76 · 103 k: K and 

Pf~ = 2, 33 · 10- 15 J.L~3 follows for To=293 K that Rjh = 3936 J.L~K , Clh = 1, 52 · 10- 7 J.L~·K 
and Rzh = 15143 J.L~K' c;h = 6, 10 ° w-7 J.L~·K 0 The areas of integration are separated by 
the diagorral line through the reduced structure. 

Figure 3. 7 shows the temperature profiles of the reduced structure as well as the full 
structure. The expected circular temperature profile of the full structure is deformed to 
a more hyperbolic profile near the edges after reduction due to a discretisation error in 
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Figure 3.7: Temperature profiles for both the full structure of 1040 11m x 380 11m (1 x h) 
and reduced structure of 150 J.1m X 150 J.1m . V gate= 10 V and Vdrain = 100 V 

the two thermal electrades along the side of the structure. Looking at the temperature 
values in both structures , the internal device temperatures show a good similarity. But the 
temperature profile shows a little difference in the substrat e (see the 350 K isothermalline 
(white)), while the temperature drop across the buried oxide is a bit larger for the small 
structure. Figure 3.8 shows the temperatures along the diagonalline shown in figure 3.7. An 
overestimation of about 3% is made on the maximum device temperature after reduction , 
the substrate temperature is underestimated about 6%. Taking in account a reduction 
of CPU-time by a factor of 0.6 , the reduction of the device is useful. Further reduced 
structures arealso analyzed , but these show much bigger deformations and overestimations 
which made them useless. 

Another method of reduction of CPU-time is removal of redundant nodes and elements. 
Sirree the structures mentioned above are created by the semiconductor process simulation 
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program TSUPREM4 this method is performed here. The usage of the process simulation 
program gives a good resemblance of the simulated structure with the real structure, but 
also creates a mesh optimized for structure definition . A major disadvantage of MEDICI 
is the impossibility of regriding a mesh created by TSUPREM4. Therefore optimization of 
the structure in relation to the CPU-time is very limited and if performed is mainly dorre 
in TSUPREM4. 

3.4 DC simulations and experimental data compared 

In this section simulations of devices with different driftlengths, souree placement and width 
are compared to experimental data. The experimental data is obtained by temperature 
dependent diode measurements as explained in Appendix C. Figure 3.9 shows the results 
of both the simulations and experiments for each device. The number after the capita! L 
in each device name represents the length of the driftregion. All devices have the same 
NDMOS build up as shown in figure 2.6, except the device with extension ES (Extended 
Source), for which the souree contact is more spatially separated from the gate (without 
change in channellength (1 p,m) , and thus electrical properties). The device with extension 
Wis made extra wide (2000 p,m) in relation to the other devices, which all have a width of 
400 p,m. The simulated devices are treated infinitely wide, what is a (nasty as shown later 
on) property of the two dimensionality of the MEDICI simulation program. 

All plot ted temperatures represent the average temperature in the SOl layer measured or 
simulated directly under the souree contact . The reason for this is that the device is most 
vulnerable at this place, sirree contact aluminium is directly connected to the SOl layer 
without any heat proteetion and nearest to the hot spot. 

When analyzing the results, one immediately sees the temperature differences of 20-25% 
between the simulated and experimental temperatures at relatively small souree tempera
tmes and drain voltages. The reason for these differences is to be found in three dimensional 
effects occurring in the real devices . Because the real devices only have a width of 400 p,m , 

heat transport in the longitudinal direction of the device is significant. Sirree MEDICI sim
ulat es an infinitely wide device, longitudinal heat transport is zero. The experimental dat a 
of N1L39W forms good evidence for this handicap of MEDICI. 

When looking at differences between individual devices it is clear that drift length is not a 
important parameter by means of device temperature. For electrical behavior this length 
of course is important . From the point of view of temperature, the extended souree device 
(N1L39ES) is the best choice in both simulated and experimental case. 

In figure 3.10 the simulated and experimental saturation currents of all devices are plotted . 
A current - temperature relation, the saturation currents are up to Vdrain = 20V smaller 
for the simulated devices, is seen due to higher electric resist ance of the heated silicon. 
Above Vdrain = 20V , the drain currents of simulated devices equal or rise the experimental 
measured values in spite of their higher temperatures. Two possible explanations can be 
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Figure 3.9: Souree temperatures of adapted devices for both simulations and experiments. 
All devices have a width of 400 f-LID except for N1L39W, which is 2000 f-LID wide. 
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given here. First , in the MEDICI simulations not all needed models are included or fully 
apply for principles appearing in real devices. Second , the real devices do not fully resembie 
the simulated devices due t o, for example, production errors. Nevertheless, N1L39W forms 
again a good evidence for the importance of longitudinal heat transport in real devices, 
since drain currents of the simulated devices mostly resembles this experimental curve in 
the low drain voltages . 

3.5 Circuit simulation in PSTAR and MEDICI 

To obtain an estimation of the device temperature when operating under real circumstances 
(in RGB-amplifier), circuit simulations are performed in P STAR1 and MEDICI. One should 
notice that PSTAR is a simulat ion program based on global models, whereas MEDICI 
only inserts model based devices in the circuit for device which are not defined by a 
mesh/structure. Therefore only MEDICI offers the possibility to analyse internal structure 
behavior under circuit conditions2

. 

Figure 3.11 shows a part of the RGB-amplifier circuit in which the HV-DMOS 300 V device 

1 PST AR is a circuit sim u lation program fu lly developed within Philips which includes electric ( and 
part ially t hermal) models for all used semiconductor devices within Philips, which are derived from exper
imental data. 

2 including device widt h specification and thermal characterization of t he structure and model based 
devices 
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Figure 3.11: Model circuit to represent the circuit conditions in which the HV-LDMOS is 
incorporated in the RGB-amplifier. 

is included twice. In this part of the circuit a capacitor representing the cathode ray tube 
is charged and uncharged by the two HV-DMOS devices . For simplification the circuit is 
cut in half and split in a high (HS) and low (LS) side (see figures 3.12 and 3.13). Since 
successful high side simulations are not performed yet, only considerations on the low side 
circuit are made from now on. 

The LS-circuit is constructed to unload the capacitor within a period of the 32 MHz RGB
amplifier. The current mirror is used to speed up the uncharging of the capacitor without 
sacrificing a lot of space on the IC to an extremely wide PMOS and for other reasons which 
are beyond the scope of this report. Aftera short analysis of the circuit one recognizes that 
there will be simultaneous high peak voltages and currents in short term periods. Therefore 
high dissipation and short cool-down periods form the important souree of temperature 
mcrease. 

Before actual device temperatures are presented the behavior of the LS-circuit is checked, 
and circuits voltages and currents are compared between PSTAR and MEDICI. Figure 
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Figure 3.12: Low-side model circuit to represent he bottorn part of the total circuit , which 
is used to unload the capacitor re resenting the picture tube. 
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Figure 3.13: High-side model circuit to represent the top part of the total circuit , which is 
used to load the capacitor repre enting the picture t ube. 
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Figure 3.14: HV-LDMOS drain voltage versus time for both PSTAR and MEDICI simula
tions. 
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3.14 shows the drain voltage of the HV-LDMOS. A strange shoulder is seen on the sine 
wave drain voltage in the PSTAR simulations. A cause can be astrange behavior of the 
Zener-diode which is included in the PSTAR simulation. Since in MEDICI only a slightly 
adapted ideal diode is available as model, the shoulder is not simulated in MEDICI and 
the sine wave drain voltage is simulated perfectly. The gate voltages of the HV-LDMOS 
and NMOS are depicted in figure 3.15. Large differences in signal appear between PSTAR 
and MEDICI here. In MEDICI both the HV-LDMOS and NMOS will always be on, since 
the gate voltage never drops below Vth · In PSTAR the gate voltage only peaks a very 
short time below Vth· Both signals show a dual peak in a working cycle. The intentional 
purpose of the circuit is to charge the capacitor in the rising flank of the applied sine 
wave and discharge it in the falling flank , so current is running through the diode to the 
capacitor when charging and runs through the PMOS and mirrored HV-LDMOS/ NMOS 
system on discharging. In figure 3.16 and 3.17 the currents running through the NMOS and 
HV-LDMOS are plotted for both simulations. It is obvious that the gate signal is directly 
related to the current running through both NMOS transistors. For MEDICI the width of 
the NMOS device is optimized to obtain a 1:10 ratio in currents through the NMOSses. 
For both simulations the 1:10 mirror ratio is clearly visible in the first peak of the signal. 
However , a big problem of the circuit shows up when looking at the second peak. In the 
ideal case the second peak would not even show, but in this case parasitic capacitances 
of the PMOS and HV-NDMOS (event is occurring on falling flank of the drain voltage) 
induce a current in the circuit which keeps the gate of both (HV-)NMOS transistors open. 
This problem becomes even bigger due to the current mirror which amplifies the parasitic 
current by a factor 11. After some research by the designers of the amplifier, it was clear 
that the PMOS is responsible for most of the parasitic capacitance and thus the design 
has to be adapted. No further information on this can be given here, since it is beyond the 
scope of this report. 

In order to gather information on maximum temperatures inside the HV device a trick 
is performed in MEDICI to enable direct simulation of these temperatures without sim
ulation of lots of working cycles of the circuit. With a given expectation value of 3.6 W 
maximum average dissipation of the HV-LDMOS by the designers [6], one can easily creat e 
an initial temperature profile in MEDICI by performing a DC threshold simulation and 
saving a solution for V d=100 V (the mean value of the sine wave) and Id= 36 mA. When 
using this temperature profile as an initial solution for the temperature simulations under 
circuit conditions, (stationary) maximum temperature values should be obtained within 
simulation of a few working cycles if the expectation of maximum dissipation was correct. 3 

Figure 3.18 shows the temperatures in the HV-LDMOS beneath the souree and at the 
hot spot under the circuit conditions. Only results from MEDICI are plotted here, since 
PSTAR offers no detailed information on temperatures on specific places in the device. The 
figure shows a constant souree temperature and a very small varying hot spot temperature 

3When using this trick , one has to make sure that contact voltages and carrier distributions saved 
with the initial temperature profile do not differ to much from initial values of the circuit simulation since 
convergence problems will occur otherwise. 
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Figure 3.16: HV-LDMOS drain current and NMOS current versus time for PSTAR simu
lations. 
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Figure 3.18: Temperature beneath the souree and at the hot spot within the HV-LDMOS 
device versus time. 

following the drain current characteristic as expected. Also the hot spot temperature is 
still rising, but sirree lack of time, long term simulations are not performed and thus no 
further conclusions on a (stationary) maximum temperature at the hot spot can be made 
here. The constant souree temperature means that a stationair heat flow is present in this 
area and thus that heat generated at the hot spot is fully transported through the buried 
oxide. In reality heat will of course also be transferred through the metal contacts. Sirree 
infrared measurements [1] on an on-state IC performed by the designers give average device 
temperatures of rvl20 oe a good consist ency is found here with the MEDICI simulations. 
Nevertheless, one should note that these infrared measurements only record surface tem
peratures and thus the hot spot temperature can be much higher because of its location 
beneath a thick layer of oxide. However, the temperature recorded at the souree contact is 
in good agreement with MEDICI , sirree metal is a good conductor of heat. So overall the 
simulated souree temperature is reliable but hot spot temperature need more investigation 
before reliable absolute temperatures can be given. Sirree no metal contacts are in direct 
contact or in the direct vicinity of the hot spot no hurry is needed for this investigation, 
because contact melt down and electromigration are not likely to happen due to the high 
temperature here. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions 

From the DC simulations can be concluded that for relatively low drain voltages the souree 
of heat is formed in the depletion area, because ( electric) dissipation is still dominant at 
this stage. For higher drain voltages the souree of heat is formed around the depletion edge, 
ionization and recombination processes are possibly becoming more significant now, but 
further investigation on this is needed. The temperature profile throughout the handle wafer 
is according to the solution of the heat equation for a cylindrical source. And temperature 
ditierences of 20% within the devices are possible. 

From the transistor characteristics simulations it is concluded that Self-heating is an im
portant factor in SOl processes, so it must always be included in simulations of 'power' 
devices. 

From the circuit simulations can be concluded that thermal data acquired at the souree 
end of the device in LS circuit mode is consistent with experimental infrared data acquired 
by designers. However, more experimental data and long term simulations are required to 
check if MEDICI simulations provide reliable thermal data. 

When comparing device simulations with experimental data for slightly different devices it 
can be concluded that 3D-effects are the main souree of errors in the simulations compared 
to real devices. This forms the biggest handicap of the 2D device simulation program 
MEDICI. 

Nevertheless, MEDICI offers good facilities to rednee device structures without affecting 
thermal behavior and is capable of doing this under circuit conditions. 
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DC simulations 
( sourees of heat generation) 
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Figure A.l : Temperature and Impact Ionization profile for the HV-NDMOS transistor at 
V(gate)= lOV and V(drain)= 50V. Impact Ionization and the resulting recombination do 

not significantly cont ribute to the heat generation. 
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Figure A.2: Temperature and Impact lonization profile for the HV-NDMOS transistor at 
V(gate) = lOV and V( drain)= 150V. Impact lonization and the resulting recombination 

forms a more significant part of the heat generation. 
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Appendix B 

MEDICI Listings 

Listing B.l: Simulation Input file. (Simulnput.md) 
TITLE Instellingen voor Simulaties 

$ Geef de naam van het TIF Mesch bestand voor de simulaties. 
$ (zonder de extensie). 

ASSIGN NAME=FILE C.VALUE=N1L41 

$ Kies de gewenste simulaties door de waarde voor de gewenste simulaties 
$ op True te zetten. 

ASSIGN NAME=THRESHLD 
ASSIGN NAME=SAT 
ASSIGN NAME=RESIST 
ASSIGN NAMB=BREAKD 

L.VALUE=F 
L.VALUE=T 
L.VALUE=F 
L.VALUE=F 

$ Moet de warmte-vergelijking meegenomen worden in de oplossing 
$ of moet zowel zonder als met de warmte vergelijking gerekend 
$ worden ter vergelijking. 

ASSIGN NAME=HEATING 
ASSIGN NAME=BOIH 

L.VALUE=T 
L.VALUE=F 

$ De verschillende waardes voor de instellingen van V(s), V(d) enz ... 

ASSIGN NAME=VSOURCE 
ASSIGN NAME=VDRAIN 
ASSIGN NAME=VGATE 
ASSIGN NAME=VFIELD 
ASSIGN NAME=Vsub 

N.VALUE=O 
N.VALUE=O 
N.VALUE=lO 
N.VALUE=O 
N.VALUE=O 

$ Sommige Simulaties vragen extra parameters , vul deze hier in. 

$ Threshold spanning 

ASSIGN NAI'v1E----\!MAXG 
ASSIGN NAME=VGDELTA 

N.VALUE=lO 
N.VALUE=0.2 

$ Saturation & RESISTANCE 

ASSIGN NAME=VMAXd 
ASSIGN NAME=VDDELTA 

N.VALUE=40 
N.VALUE=0.5 
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$ Breakdown 

ASSIGN NM1E=BDVMAXd 
ASSIGN NAMEl=BDII.'v1AXd 

N. V ALUE=400 
N.VALUE=5.0e-2 

APPENDIX B. MEDICI LISTINGS 

$ De volgende plots kunnen gemaakt worden indien de desbetreffende simulatie 
$ gedaan is. 

ASSIGN NAME=TiffiEPLOI' L.VALUB=F 
ASSIGN NAME=SATPLOT L.VALUB=F 
ASSIGN NAME=RESIPLOT L.VALUB=F 
ASSIGN NAMEl=BDPLOI' L.VALUB=F 

ASSIGN NANIE--w2DPLOI' L.VALUB=F 

$ Uit welke simulatie moeten de gegevens voor de warmte plot gehaald worden. 

ASSIGN NAME=1WARMIE L. V ALUB=F 
ASSIGN NAME=RSWARMIE L.VALUB=F 

CALL FILE=SIMU. md 
CALL FILE=PLOT.md 

Listing B.2: Simulation Definition file. (Simu.md) 
TITLE Simulatie uitvoer en plot definitie 

CDMMENT Read in simulation mesh 

MESH IN. FILE=" jus er/ snijder3 /MEDICIFiles/ Structures /"@FILE". t if" TIF ELEC.BOT 
ELECTROD NAME=HeaLSink_y Y.MIN=152.9 X.l'v1AX=l49.9 1HERMAL 
ELECTROD NAME=HeaLSink_x X.MIN=149.9 1HERMAL 

RENAME electrad oldname=substrate newname=sub 
RENAME electrad oldname=2 newname=s 
RENAME electrad oldname=3 newname=g 
RENAME electrad oldname=4 newname=f 
RENAME electrad oldname=5 newname=d 

CDNrACT NAME=HeaLSink_y R.1HERMA=3936 C.1HERMA=l.52e-7 
CDNrACT NAME=Heat_Sink_x R.1HERMA=15143 C.1HERMA=6.10e-7 

ASSIGN NAME=STEP N. V ALUB=O 

CALL FILE=PHILIPS 
MODELS PRPMOB IMP ACT. I ! EJ. MOBIL ! R. TUNNEL 

CDMMENT Do a Poisson solve only to bias the gate 
SYMB CARRIERS=O 
l'v1EIHOD ICCG DAMPED 
SOLVE INITIAL OUT. FILE=@FILE"SOL" 

SAVE mesh out . f i l e =@FILE" CIRCUIT . msh" W. MODELS 

CALL FILE=THRESHOLD.md 

IF.END 

IF CDND=@RESIST I @SAT 

CALL FILE=RESIST ..SAT. md 



IF.END 

CALL FILE==ffiiD\KIX)WN. md 

IF.END 

Listing B.3: Plot Definition file. (Plot.md) 
TITLE Plot Definitie 

IF (X)ND=@'IHREPLOI' 

CALL FILE=THR.ESHOLDPLOT. md 

IF.END 

IF OOND=@RESIPLOT 

CALL FILE=RESIST ANCEPLOT. md 

IF .END 

IF OOND=@SATPLOT 

CALL FILE=SATURATIONPLOT. md 

IF .END 

IF (X)ND=@BDPLOI' 

CALL FILE=BREAKDOWNPWf. md 

IF .END 

IF 00ND=@RSW.ARMIEMl!W2DPLOI' 

CALL FILE=SATTEMP2DPLOT. md 

IF .END 

IF 00ND=@IWARMll&§!W2DPI.OT 

CALL FILE=THRESTEMP2DPLOT. md 

IF .END 

Listing B.4: Threshold Simulation file. (THRESHOLD.md) 
TITLE Test Threshold Spanning 

C:Ol'v!MENI' The first pass is without the the lattice heat equation. 
+ The second pass includes the lattice heat equation. 

IF (X)ND=@BOTH 
ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=2 

ELSE 
ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=l 

IF .END 
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WOP STEPS=@STEP 

ASSIGN NM1B=LOGFIL C1="'TIIRESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSil" C2="TiffiESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ASSIGN NM1B=SOLFIL C1="'TIIRESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSS1" C2="TiffiESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSS2" 
ASSIGN NM1B=TEMPFIL C.VALUE="T"@FILE"D"@VDRAIN"G"@VGDELTA" S001" 
IF CQND=@B()'!H 

ASSIGN NAME=HEAT L.VALUE=(F,T) 
ELSE 

ASSIGN NAME=HEAT L . V ALUE=@HEATING 

IF COND=@HEAT 
ASSIGN NM1B=LOGFIL C. V ALUE="THRESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ASSIGN NM1B=SOLFIL C. V ALUE="THRESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSS2" 
ASSIGN NM1B=TEMPFIL C.VALUE="T"@FILE"D"@VDRAIN"G"@VGDELTA" S001" 
ELSE 
ASSIGN NM1B=LOGFIL C. V ALUE="THRESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSil" 
ASSIGN NM1B=SOLFIL C. V ALUE="THRESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSS1" 
IF .END 

IF .END 

IF COND=.@HEAT 
WAD IN . FILE=@FILE" SOL" 
IF .END 

IF COND=@HEAT 

SYMB NEWIDN CARRIERS=O LAT. TEMP 
l'vfEIHOD AUIDNR 
SOLVE V(g)=O 

CDl'v1MENI' Use Newton' s method for salution 
SYMB NEWIDN CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEMP 
l'vfEIHOD AUIDNR 
SOLVE v ( g)=O 

SYMB NEWIDN CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEMP COUP.LAT 
l'vfEIHOD AUIDNR 

ELSE 

SYMB NEWIDN CARRIERS=O 
l'vfEIHOD AUIDNR 
SOLVE V(g)=O 
SOLVE V( d)=@VDRAIN/2 
SOLVE V( d)=@VDRAIN 

SYMB NEWIDN CARRIERS=2 
l'vfEIHOD AUIDNR 
SOLVE v ( d)=@VDRAIN 

IF.END 

CD:MMENI' Solve for Vds=@VDRAIN and then ramp gate 

LOG OUT. FILE=@LOGFIL 
SOLVE v(g)=O 

IF COND=@HEAT 

SOLVE ELEC=g VSTEP=©VGDELTA NSTEP=(@VMAXG/@VGDELTA) 
+ OUT. FILE=" .jTEMPSAT/"@TEMPFIL TIF SAVE. BIA 
ELSE 

SOLVE ELEC=g VSTEP=@VGDELTA NSTEP=(@VMAXGj@VGDELTA) 
IF .END 



I soLVE V(g)=""MAXG oor. FILJl..@SOLFIL 

LOG CLOSE 

L.END 

Listing B.5: Saturation/Resistance simulation file. (RESIST _SAT.md) 
TITLE Test NN1L32 WEERSTAND 

CO:MMENI' The first pass is without the the lattice heat equation. 
+ The second pass includes the lattice heat equation. 

I F CX)ND=@B()'TH 

ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=2 
ELSE 

ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=l 
IF.END 

LOOP STEPS=@STEP 

ASSIGN NAI'v1E=LOGFIL Cl="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSU" C2="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ASSIGN NAME=SOLFIL Cl="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSSl" C2="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSS2" 
ASSIGN NAI'v1E=TEMPFIL C.VALUE="RS"@FILE"G"@VGATE"D"@VDDELTA" SOOO" 
ASSIGN NAME=RON Cl=RONl C2=RON2 

I F CX)ND=@B()'TH 

ASSIGN NAME=HEAT L. VALUE=(F, T) 
ELSE 

ASSIGN NAME=HEAT L. V ALUE=@HEATING 

IF CX)ND=@HEAT 

ASSIGN NAI'v1E=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=" RESIST _SA T" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ASSIGN NAME=SOLFIL C. V ALUE="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSS2" 

ELSE 

ASSIGN NAMB=TEMPFIL C.VALUE="RS"@FILE"G"@VGA1E''D"@VDDELTA" SOOO" 
ASSIGN NAME=RON C. V ALUE=RON2 

ASSIGN NAI'v1E=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=" RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMP SU" 
ASSIGN NAME=SOLFIL C. V ALUE=" RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSSl" 
ASSIGN NAME=RON C.VALUE=RONl 

IF .END 

IF .END 

LOAD IN . FILE=@FILE" SOL" 

I F CX)ND=@HEAT 

CO:MMENI' Initia! solve for convergence 
SYMB NEWIDl\1 CARRIERS=O 
SOLVE V(g)=5 

SYMB NEWIDN CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEMP 
l'v1EIHOD AUIDNR 
SOLVE V(g)=5 

COl'viMENI' Use Newton' s methad for sol ut ion 
SYMB NEWIDN CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEMP CDUP.LAT 
l'viEIHOD AUIDNR 
SOLVE V(g)=5 
SOLVE ELEC=d CONTINUE C.IMAX=le-3 C.VSTEP=@VDDELTA C.Vl'v1AX=40 
+ C.TOLER=O.l 
$SOLVE V(d)=@VMAXd+0.2 
$SOLVE V( d)=@VMAXd+O.l 
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$SOL VE V ( d) =@VMAXd 
$SOLVE V(g)=5 elec=g VSTEP=0.1 NSTEPS=50 
SOLVE V(g)=5 elec=g VSTEP=0.2 NSTEPS=25 
SOLVE v ( d) =@VMAXd ELECkd VSTEP=- 0.1 NSTEP=5 
SOL VE v ( d) =@VMAXd ELEC=d VSTEP = 0. 1 NSTEP=5 

ELSE 

CDI\1l'v1ENT Initia! solve for convergence 
SYMB NEMTI'Ol'l' CARRIERS=O 
:MEIHOD AUIDNR 
SOLVE V( g)=@VGATE 

SYMB NEMTI'Ol'l' CARRIERS=2 
:MEIHOD AU'IDNR 
SOLVE V(g)=@VGATE 
SOLVE V( d)=0.01 
SOLVE V( d)=0.5 

IF .END 

CDI\1l'v1ENT Ramp t he d ra in 

100 OUT. FILE=@LOGFIL 
EXTRACT NNvffi=@RON EXP="@V( d) /@I ( d)" PRINT 

APPENDIX B. MEDICI LISTINGS 

EXTRACT EXP=" @ti" CDND="@X>-9.51&@X<-8.53&@Y>-0.881&@Y< -0.712" 
+ NAME=TEI\1P UNITS=" KeIvin " PRINT 

IF CDND=@HEAT 

SYMB NEMTI'Ol'l' CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEI\1P CDUP.LAT 
:MEIHOD AUIDNR MAX. TEI\1P=2000 
SOLVE v(d)=@VMAXd ELECkd VSTEP=--@VDDELTA NSTEP=(@VMAXd/@VDDELTA) 

+ OUT. FILE=" .jTEI\1PSA.Tj"@TEl'v1PFIL TIF SAVE. BIA 
ELSE 

SOLVE v(d)=@VDDELTA ELECkd VSTEP=@VDDELTA NSTEP=(@VMAXdj@VDDELTA)-1 
IF .END 
$ SOL VE v ( d) =@VMAXd OUT. FILE=@SOLFIL 

100 CLOSE 
EXTRACT CLEAR 

L.END 

Listing B.6: Breakdown Simulation file. (BREAKDOWN.md) 
$ MODELS EJ . MOBIL=F ALSE 
MODELS ! EJ. MOBIL ! R. TUNNEL 
MODELS IMP ACT. I 

CDl'v1l'viENI' The first pass is without the the lattice heat equation. 
+ The second pass includes the lattice heat equation. 

IF CX)ND=@BO'IH 

ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=2 
ELSE 

ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=1 
IF .END 

LOOP STEPS=@STEP 

ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C1=''BREAKJX)WN" @FILE" TEMPSil" C2="BREAKIXMN' @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ASSIGN NAME=SOLFIL C1=''BREAKJX)WN" @FILE"TEMPSS1" C2=''BREAKJX)WN" @FILE" TEl'v1PSS2" 



I F C0ND=@l30'!H 
ASSIGN NAMEl=HEAT L.VALUE=(F,T) 

ELSE 
ASSIGN NAMEl=HEAT L. V ALUE=@HEATING 

IF COND=@HEA.T 
ASSIGN NAMB=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=''BREAKIX>WN'' @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ASSIGN NAMB=SO LFIL C. V ALUE=''BREAKIX>WN'' @FILE" TEMPSS2" 

ELSE 
ASSIGN NAMB=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=''BREAKIX>WN'' @FILE" TEMPSil" 
ASSIGN NAMB=SOLFIL C.VALUE=''BREAKIX>WN''@FILE"TEMPSSl" 

IF .END 

IF .END 

WAD IN . FILE=@FILE" SOL" 

IF COND=@HEA.T 

CUMMENT Use Newton' s method for solution 
SYMB NEWTON CARRlERS=2 LAT.TEMP COUP.LAT 
EXTRACT IONIZA TI 
MEIHOD AUIDNR 

ELSE 

SYMB CARRIERS=O Newton 
SOLVE V(g)=@VGATE V(d)=O 

CDMMENT Obtain solutions using 2- carrier Newton with continuation 
SYMB CARRIERS=2 NEWTON 
EXTRACT IONIZA TI 
MEIHOD STACK=8 

IF.END 

CDMMENT Ramp the Drain 
LOG OUT. FILE='9lLOGFIL 
SOLVE v(g)=@VGATE v(d)=O LOCAL 
SOL VE ELEC=d CONTINU C. VMAX=@BDVMAXd C. IMAX='QlBDIMAXd C. VSTEP=@BDVMAXd/ 100 
SOLVE OUT. FILE=@SOLFIL 

L.END 

Listing B.7: Threshold Plot file. (THRESHOLDPLOT.md) 
CDMMENT PIot 

IF COND=@l30'!H 
ASSIGN NAMB=STEP N.VALUE=2 

ELSE 
ASSIGN NAMB=STEP N.VALUE=l 

IF .END 

WOP STEPS='9lSTEP 

ASSIGN NAMB=LOGFIL Cl="THR.ESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSU" C2="THR.ESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 

IF COND=@l30'!H 
ASSIGN NAMEl=HEAT L .VALUE=(F, T) 

ELSE 
ASSIGN NAMEl=HEAT L. V ALUE=@HEATING 

IF COND=@HEA.T 
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ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C. VALUE="THRESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ELSE 
ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C. VALUE="THRESHOLD" @FILE" TEMPSil" 
IF .END 

IF.END 

IF COND=@HEAT 

PLOT. 1 D IN. FILEP'@LOGFIL Y. AXIS=I ( d) X. AXIS=V ( g) LINE=4 SYMBOL=3 COWR=4 
+ DEVICE=CL/POSTSCRIPT PWT. OUT="THRESHOLD" @FILE"TEl\1P. ps" 
+ TITLE="Ids vs. Vgs for V(d)="@VDRAIN"V" UNCHANGE 

ELSE 

PLOT.lD IN.FILEP'9!LOGFIL Y.AXIS=I(d) X.AXIS=V(g) LINE=2 SYMBOL=2 
+ COWR=2 
+ TITLE=" Ids vs. Vgs for V( d)="@VDRAIN"V" 
+ DEVICE=CL/POSTSCRIPT UNCHANGE PLOT.OUT="THRESHOLD"@FILE"TEl\1P. ps" 

IF .END 

I F COND=@B()'lll 
LABEL LABEL="V( drain)="@VDRAIN"V" x=@VJIMXG@VMAXg/5 
LABEL LABEL="Without Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=2 SYMBOL=2 LINE=2 
+ START. LE LX. FIN=©!VMAXg/ 1 0 0 X=@VMAXg/ 10 
LABEL LABEL="With Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=4 SYMBOL=3 LINE=4 
+ START.LE LX. FIN=©!VMAXg/100 

ELSE 

IF COND=@HEAT 

LABEL LABEL="V( drain)="@VDRAIN"V" x=@VMAXg-@VMAXg/5 
LABEL LABEL="With Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=4 SYMBOL=3 LINE=4 
+ START. LE LX. FIN=@VMAXg/ 1 0 0 X=@VMAXg/ 10 

ELSE 

LABEL LABEL="V( drain)="@VDRAIN"V" x=@VMAXg-@VMAXg/5 
LABEL LABEL=" Without Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=2 SYMBOL=2 LINE=2 
+ START. LE LX. FIN=@VMAXg/ 10 0 X=@VMAXgj 10 

IF .END 

IF.END 

L.END 

Listing B.8: Resistance Plot file. (RESISTANCEPLOT.md) 
COMl\JJENI' P I o t 

I F CQND=@B()'lll 
ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=2 

ELSE 
ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=1 

IF .END 

LOOP STEPS=@STEP 

ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C1="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSU" C2="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ASSIGN NAMB=RON C1=RON1 C2=RON2 



IF (X)ND=@BO'IH 
ASSIGN NAMB=HEAT L .VALUE=(F, T) 

ELSE 
ASSIGN NAMB=HEAT L. V ALUE=@HEATING 

IF COND=@HEA.T 
ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=" RESIST _SA T" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ASSIGN NAME=RON C. V ALUE=RON2 
ELSE 
ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=" RESIST _SA T" @FILE" TEMPSil" 
ASSIGN NAME=RON C. V ALUE=RON1 
IF .END 

IF .END 

IF COND='@HEAT 

PLOT. 1 D IN . FILE=@LOGFIL Y. AXIS=@RON X. AXIS=V ( d ) LINE= 2 SYl'vffiOL= 2 COWR=2 
+ DEVICE=DL/POSTSCRIPT PLOT.OUf="RESISTANCE"@FILE"TEMP. ps" 
+ TITLE="Ron vs. Vds of "@FILE" HV-LDMOSI'" 

ELSE 

PLOT. 1 D IN. FILE=@LOGFIL Y. AXIS=@RON X. AXIS=V ( d) LINE=4 SYl'vffiOL=3 
+ COWR=4 
+ TITLE="Ron vs. Vds of "@FILE" HV-LDMüSr' 
+ DEVICE=DL/POSTSCRIPT UNCHANGE PLOT. OUf="RESIST ANCE" @FILE"TEMP. ps" 

IF.END 

I F (X)ND=@BO'IH 
LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGATE''V" x=@VMAXd-@VMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL="Without Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=2 SYl'vffi0L=2 LINE=2 
+ START.LE LX. FIN=@VMAXd/60 X=@VMAXd/10 
LABEL LABEL="With Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=4 SYl'vffi0L=3 LINE=4 
+ START.LE LX. FIN=@VMAXd/100 

ELSE 

IF COND= '@HEAT 

LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGATE''V" x=@VMAXd-@VMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL=" Without Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=2 SYl'vffi0L=2 LINE=2 
+ START.LE LX.FIN=@VMAXd/100 X=@VMAXd/10 

ELSE 

LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGA'IE"V" x=@VMAXd-@VMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL="With Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=4 SYl'vffiOL=3 LINE=4 
+ START. LE LX. FIN=@VMAXd/ 1 0 0 X=@VMAXd/ 10 

IF .END 

IF .END 

L.END 

Listing B.9: Saturation Plot file. (SATURATIONPLOT.md) 

~ffi-Piot 
IF COND=@BO'IH 

ASSIGN NAME=STEP 
ELSE 

N.VALUE=2 
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ASSIGN NAME=STEP N.VALUE=1 
IF .END 

WOP STEPS=©STEP 

ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C1="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSil" C2="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 

I F CX)ND=@l3()'1H 

ASSIGN NAME=HEAT L. VALUE=(F, T) 
ELSE 

ASSIGN NAME=HEAT L. V ALUE=©HEATING 

IF CDND=@HEAT 
ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=" RESIST _SA T" @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ELSE 
ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C. VALUE="RESIST _SAT" @FILE" TEMPSil" 
IF.END 

IF.END 

IF CDND=@HEAT 

PWT.1D IN. FILE=@LOGFIL Y. AXIS=I (d) X.AXIS=V( d) LINE=4 SYMBOL=3 CDWR=4 
+ DEVICE=CL/POSTSCRIPT PLOT. OUT="SATURATION" @FILE"TEMP. ps" 
+ TITLE="Ids vs. Vds of "@FILE" HV-LDMOST with and without self-heating" 
+ UNCliANGE 

ELSE 

PWT.1D IN. FILE=@LOGFIL Y. AXIS=I (d) X.AXIS=V( d) LINE=2 SYMBOL=2 
+ CDWR=2 
+ TITLE="Ids vs. Vds of "@FILE" HV-LDMOST with and without self-heating" 
+ DEVICE=CL/POSTSCRIPT PLOT.OUT="SATURATION"@FILE"TEMP. ps" 

IF.END 

I F CX)ND=@l3()'1H 

LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGA1E''V" x=@VMAXd--@VMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL="With Lattice Heat Equation" CDWR=4 SYMBOL=3 LINE=4 
+ START.LE LX.FIN=@VMAXd/60 X=@VMAXd/10 
LABEL LABEL="Without Lattice Heat Equation" CDWR=2 SYMBOL=2 LINE=2 
+ START. LE LX. FIN=@VMAXd/ 100 

ELSE 

IF CDND=@HEAT 

LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGA1E''V" x=@VMAXd--@VMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL="With Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=4 SYMBOL=3 LINE=4 
+ START.LE LX.FIN=@VMAXd/100 X=@VMAXd/10 

ELSE 

LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGA1E''V" x=@VMAXd--@VMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL=" Without Lattice Heat Equation" CDWR=2 SYMB0L=2 LINE=2 
+ START.LE LX.FIN=@VMAXd/100 X=@VMAXd/10 

IF .END 

IF .END 

L.END 



Listing B.lO: Breakdown Plot file. (BREAKDOWNPLOT.md) 

CDMMENI' PIot 

IF (X)NDo@BO'IH 

ASSIGN NAMB=STEP N.VALUE=2 
ELSE 

ASSIGN NAMB=STEP N.VALUE=1 
IF .END 

WOP STEPS=@STEP 

ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C1=''BREAKDOWN' @FILE" TEMPSU" C2=''BREAKDOWN' @FILE" TEMPSI2" 

I F (X)NDo@BO'IH 

ASSIGN NAME=HEAT L .VALUE=(F, T) 
ELSE 

ASSIGN NAME=HEAT L . V ALUE=@HEATING 

IF CDND=@HEAT 
ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=''BREAKDOWN' @FILE" TEMPSI2" 
ELSE 
ASSIGN NAME=LOGFIL C. V ALUE=''BRFAKDOWN' @FILE" TEMP SU" 
IF .END 

IF .END 

PLOT.lD IN. FILE=@LOGFIL Y. AXIS=I (d) X.AXIS=V( d) LINE=4 SYMBOL=3 CDWR=4 
+ DEVICE=CL/POSTSCRIPT PLOT. OUT=''BREAKDOWN' @FILE"TEI\1P. ps" 
+ TITLE="Ids vs. Vds of"@FILE"IN-LDMOST with and without self -heating" 
+ UNaiANGE A ORDER y. LOGARJ 

ELSE 

PLOT.lD IN. FILE=@LOGFIL Y. AXIS=I ( d) X. AXIS=V( d) LINE=2 SYMBOL=2 
+ CDWR=2 ·oRDER Y.LOGARJ 
+ TITLE="Ids vs. Vds of"@FILE"IN-LDMOST with and without self-heating" 
+ DEVICE=CL/POSTSCRIPT PLOT. OUT=''BREAKDOWN' @FILE"TEI\1P. ps" 

IF .END 

IF (X)NDo@BO'IH 

LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGA'IE''V" x=@BDVMAXd-@BDVMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL="With Lattice Heat Equation" CDWR=4 SYMBOL=3 LINE=4 
+ START. LE LX. FIN=@BDVMAXd/6 0 X=@BDVMAXd/1 0 
LABEL LABEL="Without Lattice Heat Equation" CDWR=2 SYMBOL=2 LINE=2 
+ START. LE LX. FIN=@BDVMAXd/1 00 

ELSE 

IF CDND=@HEAT 

LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGA'IE''V" x=@BDVMAXd-@BDVMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL="With Lattice Heat Equation" COWR=4 SYMBOL=3 LINE=4 
+ START.LE LX.FIN=@BDVMAXd/100 X=@BDVMAXd/10 

ELSE 

LABEL LABEL="V( gate )="@VGA'IE''V" x=@BDVMAXd-@BDVMAXd/5 
LABEL LABEL=" Without Lattice Heat Equation" CDWR=2 SYMBOL=2 LINE=2 
+ START.LE LX.FIN=@BDVMAXd/100 X=@BDVMAXd/10 
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I IF Dill 
IF .END 

L.END 

Listing B.ll: Two Dimensional Lattice Temperature Plot (saturation simulation). (SAT
TEMP2DPLOT.md) 

LOOP 8TEPS=@VMAXd/@VDDELTA 

A88IGN NAME=V N.VALUE=1 DELTA=1 
A88IGN NAME=READ C.VALUE="R8"@FILE"G"@VGATE"D"@VDDELTA'' 8001" DELTA=1 
A88IGN NAME=VOLT N.VALUE=@V*@VDDELTA 

LOAD IN. FILE=" ./TE!viPSAT/"©READ 

CDMMENT Lattice temperature projection plot for 
+ V(drain)=©V(d) and V(gate)=©VGATE 
PLOT. 2D 8CALE BOUNDAR.Y JUNCTION REGION DEPLETIO FILL 
+ TITLE="LAT.TEl'v1P for V(g)="@VGATE''V and V(d)="@VOLT'V." 
+ DEVICE=CL/P08T8CRIPT PLOT.OUT=" .jTE!viPSAT/TEl'v1P"@FILE"8AT. ps" 
CONTOUR LAT. TEl'v1P NCDNIDUR=10 
L.END 

Listing B.12: Two Dimensional Lattice Temperature Plot (threshold 8imulation). 
(THRESTEMP2DPLOT.md) 

LOOP 8TEP8=(@VMAXG/@VGDELTA) 

A88IGN NAME=V N.VALUE=1 DELTA=1 
A88IGN NAME=READ C.VALUE="T"@FILE"D"@VDRAIN"G"@VGDELTA'' 8001" DELTA=1 
A88IGN NAME=VOLT N.VALUE=@V*@VGDELTA 

LOAD IN. FILE=" .jTE!viPSAT/"©READ 

CDMMENT Lattice temperature projection plot for 
+ V( drain)=@VDRAIN and V( gate)=©V(G) 
PLOT. 2D 8CALE BOUNDAR.Y JUNCTION REGION DEPLETIO FILL 
+ TITLE="LAT.TEl'v1P for V(g)="@VOLT"V and V(d)="@VDRA!N"V." 
+ DEVICE=CLjP08T8CRIPT PLOT.OUT=" .jTE!viPSAT/TEl'v1P"@FILE"THRES. ps" 
CONTOUR LAT. TEl'v1P NCONTOUR= 10 
L.END 

Listing B.l3: Low-side Initial Lattice Temperature Solution. (INITTEMP.md) 
$ Low- 8 i de i n i t i a I i s a t i o n s o I u t i o n s 

NIESH IN.FILE="/home/snijder3/MEDICIFilesj8tructures/N1L32. tif" TIF ELEC.BOT 
ELECTRDD NAME=HeaL8inLy Y.l\!liN=152.9 X.l'v1AX=149.9 THERl'vfAL 
ELECTRDD NAME=H e a L8 in Lx X .l\!liN = 14 9. 9 THERl'vfAL 

REN.Al\1E e !eet rod oldname=s u bstra te newname=sub 
REN.Al\1E electrad oldname=2 newname=s 
REN.Al\1E electrad oldname=3 newname=g 
REN.Al\1E electrad oldname=4 newname=f 
REN.Al\1E electrad oldname=5 newname=d 

CDNTACT NAME=HeaL8ink_y R.1HERMA=3936 C.1HERMA=l.52e-7 
CDNTACT NAME=HeaL8inLx R.1HERMA=15143 C.1HERMA=6.10e-7 



CALL FILE=PHILIPS 
MODELS PRPMOB ! EJ . MOBIL ! R. TUNNEL ! IMPACT. I 
$LOAD in . f i I e =INITTEMP. s o I 

SYMB NEWTON CARRIERS=O 
l'v1EIHOD AU'IONR 
SOLVE V(g)=O 

SYMB NEWTON CARRIERS=2 LAT .TEI'v1P 
l'v1EIHOD AU'IONR 
SOLVE V(g)=O 

SYMB NEWION CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEI'v1P COUP.LAT 
l'v1EIHOD AU'IONR 
SOLVE V( g)=O 
$ SOLVE V(g)=l elec=g VSTEP=0.25 NSTEPS=14 

SYMB NEWTON CARRIERS= 2 LAT. TEl'v1P 
l'v1EIHOD AU'IONR 
SOLVE V(g)=O 
SOLVE ELEC=d CONTINUE C.IMAX=le-3 C.VSTEP=O.l C.VMAX=5 C.TOLER=0.05 
SOLVE V(d)=O elec=d VSTEP=0.2 NSTEPS=25 
SOLVE V(d)=5 elec=d VSTEP=l NSTEPS=95 

SAVE SOLUTION out . f i Ie =INITTEMP. s o I 

MODELS IMP ACT. I 
SYMB NEWION CARRIERS=2 LAT. TEl'v1P COUP. LAT 
l'v1EIHOD AU'IONR 
SOLVE V( d)=lOO 

LOG OUT. FILE=INITTEMPHS. log 

SOLVE V(g)=O elec=g VSTEP=0.2 NSTEPS=50 OUT.FILE=INITN1L32G.2SOO SAVE.BIA TIF 
$ SAVE OUT.FILE=INITN1L32.lat LAT.TEI'v1P 
$ SOLVE V(g)=l elec=g VSTEP=0.025 NSTEPS=360 
\end { Is tI is tin g s } 
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\begin{ lstlisting }[frame=single, caption={Low-side Lattice Temperature and Signa! Simulation. (LSCII 
$ Low-Side Transient Simulation 

mesh in. file="/home/snijder3/MEDICIFiles/Structures/NlL32. tif" tif elec. bot 

ELECTROD NAJ.\1El=Heat_Sink_y Y.MIN=152.9 X.MAX=149.9 THERl'vfAL 
ELECTROD NAJ.\1El=H e a t_S in Lx X. MIN= 14 9. 9 THERl'vfAL 

RENAME electrod oldname=substrate newname=sub 
RENAME electrod oldname=2 newname=s 
RENAME electrod oldname=3 newname=g 
RENAME electrod oldname=4 newname=f 
RENAME electrod oldname=5 newname=d 

CDNTACT NAJ.\1El=Heat_Sink_y R.'IHERMA=3936 C.'IHERMA=l.52e-7 
CDNTACT NAJ.\1El=Heat_Sink_x R.'IHERMA=l5143 C.'IHERMA=6.10e-7 

CALL FILE=PHILIPS 
MODELS PRPMOB ! EJ .MOBIL iR.TUNNEL IMPACT. I 

SAVE mesh out. fi I e=N1L32CIRCUIT. msh W.MODELS TIF 

START CIRCUIT 
. OPTIONS TIF LAT. TEl'v1P CDUP. LAT 

$ FDWER SOURCE 
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Vl 4 0 0 
V2 3 4 SIN 0 5 0 3 Ol'vfEG 0 0 
V3 2 5 0 
$ GATE SWITCH 
11 1 0 0 
$ NM03 SWITCH 
Ml 5 5 0 0 modela W=l75 L=l 
.MODEL modela NMQ3 LEVEL=l VT0=2.5 TDX=600 
$ PMOS Switch 
M2 2 3 1 0 modelb W=660 L=3 
.MODEL modelb PMOS LEVEL=l 
$ Medici MaiT Insertion. 

APPENDIX B. MEDICI LISTINGS 

PN1L32 l=d 2=g O=s O=sub FILE=NlL32CIRCUIT. msh width=2480 
$ Build in Capacitor to represent the Imaging Tube 
Cl 0 1 lOp 
$ Diode for direct current path 
Dl 3 1 modelc 
.MODEL modelc D IS =0.14F 
. nodeset V(l)=O V(2)=0 V(3)=0 V(4)=0 

FINISH CIRCUIT 

CDMMENT Do a Poisson sol ve only to bias the drain 
SYMB CARRIERS=O 
lVIEIHOD ICCG DAMPED 
SOLVE INIT 

CDMMENI' Use Newton' s method for solution 
SYMB NEWTON CARRIERS=O 
MEIHOD AUTDNR 
SOLVE INIT 

SYMB NEWTON CARRIERS=2 
lVIEIHOD AUTDNR 
CDMMENI' Ramp t he gate 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl V .ELEM=O 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v .ELEM=O VSTEP=0.05 NSTEP=lO 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v .ELEM=O VSTEP=0.5 NSTEP=lO 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Il v .ELEM=O VSTEP=0.05e-3 NSTEPS=40 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Il v.ELEM=2e-3 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v .ELEM=5 VSTEP=0.5 NSTEP=90 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v .ELEM=50 VSTEP=l NSTEP=25 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v .ELEM=75 VSTEP=2.5 NSTEP=lO 

$SAVE solution out. file=LSINIT.SOL tif 
$SAVE mesh out. file=LSmesh. msh w. models ti f 

WAD IN. FILE=" ./INITN1L32LS/INITN1L32G. 2 S17" 

SYMB NEWTON CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEMP COUP.LAT 
EXTRACT EXP="@tl" CDND="@X>-9.5l&@X<-8.53&@Y>-0.88l&@Y<-0.712" 
+ NAMEFSTEMP UNITS=" Kelvin" PRINT 
EXTRACT EXP="@tl" CDND="@X>l.99&@X<2.01&@Y>-0.476&@Y< -0.474" 
+ NMID=GIEMP UNITS=" KeIvin " PRINT 
LOG out. file=LSCIRCUIT.log tif 
SOLVE DT=le-9 TSTOP=lOOe-9 outf=" .jLSNlL32/LSCircuit .001" tif save. bia 

Listing B.l4: HS-side Initial Lattice Temperature Solution. (HSINITTEMP.md) 
$ High-Side initialisation solutions 

MESH IN.FILE="/home/snijder3/MEDICIFiles/Structures/NlL32. tif" TIF ELEC.BOT 
ELECTROD NAME=HeaLSink_y Y.MIN=l52.9 X.JIAAX=l49.9 THERNIAL 
ELECTROD NAME=HeaLSink_x X.MIN=l49.9 THERNIAL 



RENAME e !eet rod oldname=s u bst ra te newname=sub 
RENAME electrad oldname=2 newname=s 
RENAME electrad oldname=3 newname=g 
RENAME electrad oldname=4 newname=f 
RENAME electrad oldname=5 newname=d 

CDNTACT NAME=HeaLSink_y R.'IHERMA=3936 C.'IHERMA=l.52e-7 
CDNTACT NAME=HeaLSink_x R.'IHERMA=15143 C.'IHFRMA=6.10e-7 

CALL FILE=PHILIPS 
MODELS PRPMOB ! EJ . MOBIL ! R. TUNNEL ! IMP ACT. I 
WAD in. file=INITTEMP. sol 

$ SYMB NE\VTON" CARRIERS=O 
$ l'v!EIHOD AUIDNR 
$ SOLVE V(g)=O 

$ SYMB NE\VTON" CARRIERS= 2 LAT. TEMP 
$ l'v!EIHOD AUIDNR 
$ SOLVE V(g)=O 

$ SYMB NE\VTON" CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEMP COUP.LAT 
$ METIIOD AUIDNR 
$ SOLVE V(g)=O 

$ SYMB NEWION CARRIERS=2 LAT.TEMP 
$ METIIOD AUIDNR 
$ SOLVE V(g)=O 
$ SOLVE V(g)=O.l V(s)=O.l 
$ SOLVE ELEC=d CONTINUE C.IMAX=le-3 C.VSTEP=O.l C.VMAX=5 C.TOLER=0.05 
$ SOLVE V(d)=O elec=d VSTEP=0.2 NSTEPS=25 
$ SOLVE V(d)=5 elec=d VSTEP=l NSTEPS=45 
$ SOLVE V(d)=50 elec=d VSTEP=2.5 NSTEPS=20 
$ 
$ LOOP STEPS=101 
$ ASSIGN NAME=Vgs N.VALUE=O DELTA=l 
$ SOLVE V(g)=@Vgs V( s)=@Vgs 
$ L.END 

$ SOLVE V(d)=lOO elec=d VSTEP=2.5 NSTEP=44 

$SAVE SOLUTION out . f i Ie =INITTEMP . s o I 

MODELS Il'v1P ACT. I 
SYMB NEWf()N" CARRIERS= 2 LAT. TEMP COUP. LAT 
l'v!EIHOD AUIDNR 
SOLVE V( d)=210 

LOG OUT. FILE=INITTEMPHS. I o g 

SOLVE V( s )=100 elec=s VSTEP=-0.05 NSTEPS=200 
+ OUT.FILE="./INITN1L32HS/INITN1L32S-.05SOOO" SAVE.BIA TIF 
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Listing B.l5: High-side Lattice Temperature and Signal Simulation. (HSCIRCUIT.md) 
$ High-Side Transient Simulation 

mesh in. file="/home/snijder3/MEDICIFiles/Structures/NlL32. tif" tif elec. bot 

ELECTRDD NAME=HeaLSink_y Y.MIN=152.9 X.MAX=149.9 THERMAL 
ELECTRDD NAME=HeaLSink_x X.MIN=149.9 THERMAL 

RENAME e !eet rod oldname=s u bstra te newname=sub 
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RENAl\1E electrod oldname=2 newname=s 
RENAME electrod oldname=3 newname=g 
RENAME electrod oldname=4 newname=f 
RENAME electrod oldname=5 newname=d 

CDNTACT NMvffi=Heat_Sink_y R.THERMA=3936 C.THERMA=l.52e-7 
CDNTACT NMvffi=HeaLSinLx R.THERMA=l5143 C.THERMA=6.10e-7 

CALL FILE=PHILIPS 
MODELS PRPMOB ! EJ .MOBIL IR.TUNNEL IMPACT. I 

START CIRCUIT 
.OPTIONS TIF LAT.'IEI'v1P CDUP.LAT 

$ POWER SOURCE 
Vl 4 0 0 
V2 3 4 SIN 0 50 30MEG 0 0 
V3 1 0 0 
$ GATE SWITCH 
I 1 0 2 0 
$ Medici MOST lnsertion. 
PN1L32 l=d 3=g 2=s O=sub FILE=NlL32CIRCUIT. msh width=2480 
$ Build in Capacitor to represent the lmaging Tube 
Cl 2 0 lOp 
$ Diode for direct current path 
Dl 2 3 modelc 
.MODEL mode Ie D IS =0 .14F 
. nodeset V(l)=O V(2)=0 V(3)=0 V(4)=0 

FINISH CIRCUIT 

CD:Mrv!ENI' Do a Poisson solve only to bias the drain 
SYiviB CARRIERS=O 
:MEIHOD ICCG DAMPED 
SOLVE INIT 

CD:Mrv!ENI' U se Newton ' s method f o r s o I ut ion 
SYiviB NE\VIOJ\T CARRIERS=O 
:MEIHOD AU'IDNR 
SOLVE INIT 

SYiviB NEWION CARRIERS=2 LAT. 'IEl'v1P COUP. LAT 
l\JIEIHOD AU'IDNR 
CD:Mrv!ENI' Ramp t he gate 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v .ELEM=O VSTEP=O. 5 NSTEP=lO 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v .ELEM=5 VSTEP=l NSTEP=25 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Il v .ELEM=O VSTEP=0.05e-3 NSTEPS=40 
SOLVE ELEMENT=V3 v .ELEM=O VSTEP=l NSTEP=210 
SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v.ELEM=30 VSTEP=2.5 NSTEP=28 

WAD IN. FILE=" ./INITN1L32HS/NEWINITN1L32S-.05S067" 

SYiviB NE\VIOJ\T CARRIERS=2 LAT.'IEI'v1P COUP.LAT 
l\JIEIHOD AU'IDNR 
$ SOLVE ELEMENT=Vl v. ELEM= 100 OUT. FILE=HSINIT. SOL TIF ALL 
$ SOLVE ELEMENT= I 1 v. ELEM=2e- 3 OUT. FILE=HSINIT. SOL TIF ALL 
EXTRACT EXP="@tl" CDND="@X>-9.51&00k-8.53&@Y>-0.88l&@Y<-0.712" 
+ NAME=STEMP UNITS=" KeIvin " PRINT 
EXTRACT EXP=" @tl" CDND="@X>l.99&00k2.0l&@Y>-0.476&@Y< -0.474" 
+ NAl'v1E=GIE!'v1P UNITS=" KeIvin " PRINT 
LOG out . f i I e =HSCIRCUIT. I o g 
SOLVE DT=le-9 TSTOP=lOOe-9 outf=" ./HSNlL32/HSCircuit .001" tif save. bia 



Appendix C 

Experimental Setup Temperature 
Measurements 

A short overview of the experimental setup is given here. The experiment is based upon the 
thermal dependency of the current through a diode at a given voltage. Figure C.l shows 
the schematic setup of the experiment. The diode is put in series with the HV-LDMOST 
with the backgate of the transistor acting as anode contact for the diode. With a current 
souree connected to the kathode contact, a constant current is forced through both the 
transistor and diode. Of course, the transistor should be in on-state to be able to carry this 
current. With given V drain, V 9ate, Ysaurce,backgate and I, the kathode voltage Vk is a measure 
of the temperature of the diode after calibration. So, when the diode is placed near the 
souree contact of the transistor, it can act as thermometer for the souree contact. 

Figures C.2 and C.3 give a schematic overview on how the diode is integrated in the 
transistor lay-out on a real wafer. Figure C.2 shows a top view on the wafer, and focusses 
on a small part of a finger / racetrack structure of the transistor. The structure of the 
transistor is usually lead out this way in order to rednee space on the wafer. One can see 
that the diode is integrated in only a small part of the transistor and uses parts of the 
normal backgate/souree layout. The SN material in the normallayout forms the transistor 
souree contact and within the diode the kathode contact. The SP material is forming the 
anode in the diode structure and backgate of the transistor. Sirree electrical components 
are formed by layers on the wafer, a cross-section through the diode/transitor structure 
is given in figure C.3. One should recognize the mirrored souree side of the HV-LDMOS 
transistor in which an SP and SN area are newly placed. In this cross-section the diode 
forms the main electric component ( the transistors oxide, etc. is useless here) and as seen 
in the top view the SP area forms the electric conneetion the transistors backgate/souree 
contact. Hopefully, the translation from schematic setup to real device setup on the wafer 
will be more clear now. 
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Figure C.l: Schematic setup of the experiment. 
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Figure C.2: Top view of the transistor/diode setup in a part of a racetrack/ finger layout. 
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Ox 

Figure C.3: Cross-section of the diode setup within the transistor structure. 
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